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topic - scifi

aboard, access, action, airlock, alien, aliens, amidala, anakin, animal, animals, ape, apes, approach,
arcade, armor, artoo, asteroid, atmosphere, backs, barks, barrel, bay, beam, beast, beeping, beeps,
beginning, belt, bike, blade, blast, blasts, bloody, board, bolts, books, boss, bot, bow, brad, brain,
breathing, bug, bursts, bus, buttons, cab, cable, cage, calm, canyon, cargo, cat, catch, ceiling, chain,
chamber, circle, claws, clean, climb, clive, clock, closed, closet, closing, cloud, clutching, cockpit,
comlink, completely, computer, console, contact, controls, conversation, core, corpse, crack, crash,
crashes, creature, creatures, crew, dangerous, darth, data, destroyed, directly, disappears, dives,
dooku, dream, drill, drilling, droid, droids, dust, effect, egg, electronic, emergency, energy, engines,
enormous, equipment, escape, exchange, exit, falling, familiar, feels, fence, fett, fighter, fighters, final,
fist, flame, flames, flashes, flesh, flies, flips, force, form, forms, frozen, future, galaxy, gas, gaze, gently,
giant, giving, glow, glowing, god, gon, grab, grass, grip, growing, guttierez, hackman, handle, happen,
happening, hatch, heading, helicopter, helmet, hesitates, hhgg, hiroko, horizon, horror, human, hurt,
image, important, inches, information, intercom, island, jake, jango, jar, jedi, jerome, jump, kable,
kables, kamen, kicks, knocks, kyle, lab, ladder, landing, laser, launch, leaps, leather, level, lever, lift,
lightsaber, lincoln, lips, liquid, locked, loose, lowers, lunges, mace, machines, main, marcus, marines,
memory, message, meters, missing, monitor, monitors, motion, narrow, nasa, neo, nervous, noise,
normal, nose, notice, nute, obi, object, ock, opening, orbit, outer, overhead, padme, pale, palpatine,
panaka, panel, parts, passengers, pauses, peers, perfect, peter, phaser, pilot, pipe, pit, planet, planets,
plant, plastic, platform, pod, pool, port, powerful, predator, predators, presses, pressure, probe,
program, pulse, punches, push, qui, quick, racing, raff, railly, ramp, raptor, reacts, reading, realize,
removes, report, response, riff, rig, rips, rising, robot, robots, rocky, roll, rope, row, rushes, safety, save,
screens, section, series, shadow, shaft, shape, shield, shmi, shock, shoulders, showing, shows,
shuttle, sick, sidewalk, signal, sink, situation, size, skiff, skin, skull, smaller, smoking, solar, sort,
spacecraft, speeder, spider, spinning, spots, stars, static, station, storm, stormtroopers, strange,
stream, struggles, surprise, surprised, swamp, switch, systems, tail, tall, team, television, thick, throat,
tie, tongue, torch, touch, touches, tower, transmission, transport, trash, trench, troopers, trouble,
truman, tub, tube, turning, tusk, unit, vampire, vast, vehicle, vessel, video, viewer, viktor, vries, wan,
warp, watto, whistles, wing, works, worm, worried, wound, yoda, zoil

topic - war

alive, ammo, approaching, armed, army, arrives, arrows, asleep, attack, barely, barn, barricade, base,
basket, beer, begin, blow, blows, bodies, bomb, bombs, boots, bottom, bowl, bows, breaks, bridge,
briefcase, broken, brothers, brought, bullet, bullets, bunker, burning, burst, calls, camp, captain, cards,
carefully, carries, carry, castle, center, chance, change, charge, chopper, cinema, clear, clerk, colonel,
column, command, company, confused, continue, control, convoy, country, courtyard, cover, covered,
cry, crying, cuts, damn, dear, debris, decision, deer, desert, direction, dirt, distant, dogs, dozen, draws,
drinks, drop, dying, earth, eat, emerges, enemy, entire, entrance, evening, explodes, faces, fact,
factory, fall, farm, faster, fear, feeling, fellow, field, fighting, filled, firing, flash, flight, fly, flying, food,
forest, formation, fort, foxhole, gate, gear, gentleman, german, ghetto, glance, gold, grenade, grows,
guests, hanging, harbor, heavy, horse, horses, hotel, hurries, hut, immediately, including, iraqi, jeep,
jerks, join, joins, jungle, keys, killing, kneels, land, lands, lead, leads, leg, letters, lie, lieutenant, lines,
list, listen, listens, lobby, longer, lose, loud, lying, manages, manner, mans, maps, march, massive,
military, militia, mine, mission, motions, movement, movie, musket, muskets, names, nic, nick, nlf,
nobles, north, nurses, nva, offers, officers, oil, opposite, order, orders, pack, pan, pants, papers, paras,
pass, passing, path, pbr, peace, perimeter, person, pilots, places, plane, planes, platoon, plays,
pointing, policemen, poor, position, potatoes, power, prisoners, private, property, race, races, radio,
rain, reach, reason, reel, refugees, reins, remains, respect, returns, reveal, revolver, ride, rides, riding,
rifle, rifles, rise, river, rock, rue, safe, sailors, sake, samurai, sand, scared, scream, send, sense,
shaking, ships, shooting, shoots, shots, shouting, shouts, shrugs, single, sleep, slightly, slow, smiling,
soldier, soldiers, sounds, south, speaking, stare, steelworkers, streets, strides, strike, stunned, sudden,
sun, sword, swords, tables, tank, teeth, temple, tent, thirty, throw, trail, training, troops, trucks, uniform,
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vietnamese, village, villagers, vince, visible, war, wave, waves, weapon, weapons, wild, wire, wooden,
worker, workers, wounded, yards, yelling
 
topic - romance
 
ago, baby, band, bar, bathroom, beat, beautiful, bedroom, birds, boat, body, boy, boys, breath, card,
care, chest, child, children, closer, closes, clothes, coffee, corner, couple, dance, dark, darkness,
darling, daughter, days, deck, deep, desk, dinner, distance, dog, dress, dressed, drink, drops, elevator,
expression, eye, falls, feel, figure, fine, forward, found, free, friend, friends, game, girls, glances, guys,
hangs, happy, heart, kind, kiss, kisses, kitchen, lady, laughs, leans, leaves, leaving, legs, letter, lifts,
lights, lip, lips, live, living, love, loved, lovely, loves, made, making, married, matter, meet, mind, mirror,
morning, mother, music, neck, nice, party, passes, piano, picks, play, playing, pretty, pull, ready, rear,
red, reggie, remember, ring, rings, rises, school, sea, shadows, shakes, shirt, shoulder, sight, silence,
sky, slams, slides, slips, smile, smoke, song, stage, star, staring, start, straight, street, stuff, surface,
telephone, tight, today, tomorrow, tonight, traffic, train, trees, wearing, wheel, wife, wind, women
 
topic - crime

ace, agent, agents, aims, alfred, alley, arrest, attention, attorney, badge, bam, bang, bank, bars,
bartender, bastard, batman, bet, bills, billy, binoculars, bitch, bite, bleeding, bodyguards, boom, bosses,
box, bread, brick, brother, burn, button, casino, catches, cautiously, cell, charnier, check, checking,
checks, chev, chief, chip, chips, choir, cia, cigarette, city, clemenza, click, clicks, client, climbs, clip,
coat, cocaine, code, coke, cold, colin, comin, computer, concrete, convent, cool, cop, cops, corleone,
costello, costume, couch, count, counter, court, courtroom, covering, cowboy, crashing, crawls, crazy,
criminal, crouches, cut, dead, deal, dealer, dealers, death, defense, department, deserted, detective,
detectives, device, diary, die, doc, doctor, doin, dollars, dope, doyl, draft, drag, drags, drive, driver,
drives, driving, drug, drugs, dry, dude, dumb, estate, evidence, explosion, ext, eyed, fake, fbi, federal,
fellas, file, files, finally, finger, fire, fires, focus, footage, footsteps, forces, fucked, fuckin, funeral, gang,
gene, glasses, glimpse, goddamn, goldenrod, government, grabbing, grand, grin, group, guard,
guards, gun, guns, hagen, hallway, hamidou, hammer, handcuffs, handkerchief, hanna, headed,
headlights, hears, heat, heroin, hiding, hole, holster, hops, hospital, hot, hours, huey, husband, idiot,
insurance, int, involved, jacket, jail, jani, jaw, jewelry, joker, judge, jury, kaffee, kick, kill, killed, killer,
kills, knees, knife, langford, lapd, legal, license, lid, lies, lighter, listening, loaded, local, lock, lookin,
mall, map, marino, mask, max, media, mens, metal, middle, midwife, mike, million, milo, mini, minutes,
mister, money, monitors, motel, motherfucker, motorcycle, news, nicky, nothin, notices, nun, nuns,
officer, package, pad, paid, pain, pal, partner, passport, pastor, pavement, photo, pick, picture, piece,
pier, pistol, pocket, point, poker, police, policeman, post, problem, pulling, pupkin, pussy, question,
quiet, quietly, quit, quot, raises, rat, revealing, revised, rolls, rounds, ruben, sal, sam, sayin,
schoolteacher, scotty, security, sending, sherbert, shifts, shoot, shot, shotgun, shut, sides, silent,
sirens, ski, slows, snaps, somethin, son, sonny, speeds, spins, squad, steel, step, steward, stopping,
store, stumbles, suit, suits, surveillance, suspect, swat, swear, swings, switches, system, talkin, tape,
taped, target, tattoo, tip, tire, tommy, tosses, town, trailer, transfer, trial, trigger, tunnel, twenty, twists,
types, underneath, unmarked, van, vault, victims, waits, wanna, warehouse, weed, wires, witness,
yknow, yuri, ziat
 
 
topic - comedy
 
act, afternoon, age, aisle, aladdin, alarm, alex, alright, amazing, angry, answers, anymore, applause,
ashly, asshole, audience, awful, awkward, background, bags, balls, baseball, bat, bill, birthday, blanket,
boxes, boyfriend, brandon, breakfast, brings, broke, bullshit, bunch, busy, butt, cabin, cake, calling,
cancer, carpet, caught, cave, champagne, changed, charges, cheek, chicken, choice, cigar, class,
club, college, color, concerned, copy, covers, cream, credit, cup, curb, cute, dad, dancing, date,
decided, dials, dick, died, difference, dirty, doctors, double, dragon, drawer, drinking, drivers, driveway,
drunk, ducks, early, ears, easy, eating, embarrassed, ends, enjoy, envelope, evil, excited, expect,
experience, explain, facing, fair, famous, fat, fault, favorite, feelings, felt, female, fifty, finish, finished,
finishes, fish, flan, flashlight, flat, forehead, forever, forget, forgot, forty, fun, funny, garage, gasps,
gentlemen, gift, girlfriend, glad, goin, gonzo, grady, hang, harold, hate, hey, history, hitting, honest,
honey, hour, hug, hugs, interest, interested, interesting, iron, jim, joint, joke, kidding, kinda, kissing,



knock, knocking, kumar, ladies, lamp, lap, larry, laughing, laughter, law, lawn, lawyer, lays, leading,
leaning, leap, learn, likes, lit, lives, locker, luck, lucky, lunch, mad, magazine, mail, male, manager,
marriage, marry, meant, meeting, mess, met, mid, miss, mistake, monkey, monster, month, months,
mood, mothers, moved, movies, naked, named, needed, nervously, newspaper, note, notes, nurse,
nuts, offer, offscreen, older, opened, ouisa, outta, painting, pair, parents, passenger, patient, pen,
personal, photos, pictures, pieces, pile, pink, pissed, plan, plate, player, players, pockets, pop, pops,
porch, pours, present, press, problems, promise, proud, public, pulled, punch, purse, putting, puzzled,
questions, realizes, receiver, record, relationship, remote, restaurant, return, ringing, roars, rolling, sad,
seated, secret, secretary, sell, service, sets, sex, sexy, shake, share, sheet, shell, shocked, shoes,
shop, shoves, shower, shuts, sighs, signs, silently, simple, sing, singing, sister, slaps, sleeping, smart,
smashes, snap, sofa, soft, soul, special, speech, spend, spot, square, staff, started, starting, state,
stick, sticks, stomach, stuck, students, studio, stupid, style, suitcase, suppose, swing, tea, telling,
terrible, thrown, ticket, till, tired, toilet, total, totally, tough, towel, toys, track, tray, trip, trunk, trust, truth,
turned, type, uncomfortable, upset, upstairs, wagon, waiter, wallet, wear, wears, week, weekend,
weird, wet, wheels, whips, wonderful, worse, worst, worth, wrapped, wrote, yanks, yard, yells
 
 
topic - horror
 
attic, barrels, blades, buried, burned, bushes, buster, cellar, corpse, crawl, curtain, curtains, digging,
dining, distorted, downstairs, dripping, drips, fireplace, flask, fumbles, gurney, halloran, holes, kicking,
killers, knives, limbs, loading, machete, malahide, marty, murdered, needle, nightmare, perfectly, pins,
pleasure, pouring, presence, procedure, ripped, scissors, senses, shark, slam, sliding, stained,
storage, survivors, tearing, toby, vine, voorhees, warm, werewolf, wheelchair, womans, zombie,
zombies


